Background: In both vertebrates and invertebrates, developing organs and tissues must be precisely patterned. One patterning mechanism is Notch/Delta-mediated lateral inhibition. Through the process of lateral inhibition, Drosophila sensory organ precursors (SOPs) are selected and sensory bristles form into a regular pattern. SOP cell fate is determined by high Delta expression and following expression of neurogenic genes like neuralized. SOP selection is spatially and temporally regulated; however, the dynamic process of precise pattern formation is not clearly understood. Results: In this study, using live-imaging analysis, we show that the appearance of neuralized-positive cells is random in both timing and position. Excess neuralized-positive cells are produced by developmental errors at several steps preceding and accompanying lateral inhibition. About 20% of the neuralized-positive cells show aberrant cell characteristics and high Notch activation, which not only suppress neural differentiation but also induce caspase-dependent cell death. These cells never develop into sensory organs, nor do they disturb bristle patterning. Conclusions: Our study reveals the incidence of developmental errors that produce excess neuralized-positive cells during sensory organ development. Notch activation in neuralized-positive cells determines aberrant cell fate and typically induces caspase-dependent cell death. Apoptosis is utilized as a mechanism to remove cells that start neural differentiation at aberrant positions and timing and to ensure robust spacing pattern formation.
Introduction
Robust pattern formation in animal development requires accurately regulated cell fate determination, resulting in an adequate number of cells at proper positions at the right developmental timing. When the integrity of cell fate determination is disturbed, excess or aberrantly differentiated cells are produced, resulting in developmental defects and pathological conditions. If patterns are to form correctly, animals must promptly eliminate these aberrant cells. It has been shown that aberrant cells ectopically produced by genetic manipulation are eliminated by programmed cell death [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , suggesting that developing animals are innately equipped with fail-safe mechanisms that recognize and eliminate aberrant cells. However, the role of these fail-safe mechanisms in the context of normal development is not well described.
Programmed cell death plays an essential role in normal development. Massive cell death is observed in early neural development [7] [8] [9] . If cell death is inhibited, severe morphological defects are induced in the nervous system [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . This indicates that during early neural development, proper neural tissue formation requires the death of a portion of the cells. However, the role of programmed cell death in the process of neural pattern formation is still obscure. The developmental timing, position, and differentiation state of dying cells have not been clearly defined as a result of the technical difficulties of tracing these cells in fixed tissue. Because aberrant cells are transient, it is difficult to determine the incidence of developmental errors in a dynamic developmental context. Thus, it has not been clear whether programmed cell death is linked to a fail-safe mechanism eliminating ill-defined cells in the process of neural pattern formation. Here, we examined (1) when, where, and how frequently aberrant cells are produced in normal development and (2) which fail-safe mechanisms are innately present to overcome the appearance of aberrant cells. Using live-imaging techniques, we could trace the dynamic developmental process through cell fate determination, differentiation, and death at single-cell resolution in living animals, providing new insight into the intrinsic fail-safe mechanisms for robust pattern formation.
The sensory organs on a fly's thorax, composed of large (macrochaetes) and small (microchaetes) bristles, are a wellknown model of a robust spacing pattern ( Figure 1A ). In this study, we focused on microchaete development because this developmental process can be visualized with time-lapse imaging [17] and because the molecular mechanisms that produce the microchaete patterns have been well studied [18] [19] [20] [21] . Previous studies showed that cell fate choice between sensory organ precursors (SOPs) and epithelial cells is rigidly determined by Notch/Delta-mediated lateral inhibition. It has also been suggested that developmental errors may be part of the process of SOP selection. For instance, during macrochaete development, multiple precursors are observed at the onset of SOP selection, whereas only one sensory organ develops from a single precursor cluster [22] . However, it remains obscure when, where, and how frequently developmental errors produce aberrant cells, or which mechanisms are involved in repairing the missteps in cell fate determination and eventually forming a robust sensory organ pattern.
In following the entire process of sensory organ formation, we found that neuralized-positive cells are not precisely patterned at the onset of SOP selection. At this early stage of SOP development, excess neuralized-positive cells appear at random positions and times. About 20% of the neuralizedpositive cells display an intermediate character between SOP and epithelial cells, along with Notch activation; these cells do not develop into sensory organs. In these aberrantly differentiated cells, Notch activation induces not only the suppression of neural differentiation but also the execution of apoptosis. Notch-dependent fail-safe mechanisms are utilized to eliminate the cells that begin neural differentiation at aberrant positions and times, and to promote the proper spatial pattern of bristles during development.
Results
Excess neuralized-Positive Cells Appear at the Onset of SOP Selection During microchaete development, SOPs appear from the stripe regions of proneural cells expressing the proneural gene achaete-scute [23] . The SOPs begin expressing high Delta, which promotes Notch signaling activation to inhibit neural differentiation in the surrounding cells [24] . SOPs are marked by the expression of neuralized, which is expressed in SOPs as soon as they start to differentiate but is not expressed in epithelial cells [22, 25] . Time-lapse imaging of SOPs expressing nuclear-localized fluorescent protein in living pupae was performed with the neuralized-GAL4 (neu-GAL4) driver [26] , a GAL4 enhancer trap line in the neu locus that drives expression in the SOP lineage. Live imaging of SOPs began at the one-or two-cell stage at around 15 hr after puparium formation (APF) ( Figure 1C ; see also Movie S1 available online) and continued through their development into four cell types-socket, shaft, sheath, and neuron-after four rounds of asymmetric cell division ( Figures 1B and 1D) [17, 27] . SOPs emerged asynchronously [25] , and most of them developed into sensory organs.
However, we found that the neuralized-positive cells were not precisely spaced at the onset of SOP selection, which began at around 15 hr APF. We also observed that the fate of some neuralized-positive cells was completely different from that of other SOPs (compare Figures 1E-1G with Figure 1D) . Their cell fates could be categorized in three types: disappearance at the one-cell stage ( Figure 1E ), disappearance at the two-cell stage ( Figure 1F) , and persisting at the two-cell stage without subsequent cell division ( Figure 1G ). These cells never differentiated into sensory organs, whereas normal SOPs (referred to hereafter simply as SOPs) finished a fourth round of cell division within 10 hr and developed normally into sensory organs. Therefore, we hereafter refer to these aberrant cells that express neuralized but never develop into sensory organs as SOP-like cells. SOP-like cells appeared both a few cells away and right next to SOPs ( Figure 1C ). These results indicate that at the first stage of SOP cell fate determination, the positions of the neuralized-positive cells are not precisely patterned, and that some neuralized-positive cells cannot develop into sensory organs.
Neural Differentiation of SOP-like Cells Stops at the One-Cell Stage We next characterized the SOP-like cells using other SOP markers. The protein Cut, which localizes to the nuclei of all SOPs and their progeny cells ( Figure 1B ) [28] , was expressed by the majority of the neuralized-positive cells at 19 hr APF at the two-cell stage. Some neuralized-positive cells without Cut were observed in close proximity to those expressing Cut (Figures 2A and 2A 0 ). At 20-22 hr APF, SOPs developed to the three-cell stage, but SOP-like cells remained at the two-cell stage, without Cut protein ( Figures 2B and 2B 0 ). Prospero is expressed in the SOP-derived pIIb, glial, and sheath cells ( Figure 1B) [17, 29, 30] . Prospero-negative SOP-like cells remained at the two-cell stage even at 20-22 hr APF ( Figures  2C-2D 0 ). Senseless was also not expressed in SOP-like cells at the two-cell stage (data not shown). Thus, SOP-like cells do not express the SOP markers Cut, Prospero, or Senseless, suggesting that their development as SOPs stopped at the one-cell or early two-cell stage after neuralized expression.
We next asked at what point neuralized is no longer expressed in SOP-like cells. We examined neuralized promoter activity by performing photobleaching in flies expressing histone 2B-ECFP via the neu-GAL4 driver. SOPs recovered ECFP fluorescence after the photobleaching treatment, but SOP-like cells at the two-cell stage did not (Figures 2E and 2F), indicating that neuralized promoter activity had stopped by this stage. These results suggested that by amplifying neuralized expression with a GAL4 enhancer, we could trace the transient cell fate of SOP-like cells over long periods of live-imaging analysis. Furthermore, the distribution of Partner of numb (Pon)-GFP [31] indicated that the SOP-like cells divided symmetrically ( Figure 2H ), whereas SOPs showed an asymmetric distribution of Pon-GFP to pIIb cells ( Figure 2G ). In summary, SOP-like cells expressed neuralized but had stopped undergoing neural differentiation at the one-cell stage. To determine the SOP differentiation state at an earlier stage, we examined Delta expression using a Delta-lacZ reporter, and we found that the Delta-lacZ signal in the SOPlike cells was higher than that in the surrounding epithelial cells ( Figure S1 ). This finding suggests that SOP-like cells express Delta at the beginning of their neural fate determination and that they have neural cell characteristics at early one-cell stage.
Caspase-Dependent Cell Death Eliminates Aberrant SOP-like Cells About 20% of neuralized-positive cells were categorized as SOP-like cells ( Figure 3A ). As we followed cell development, we found that the great majority of SOP-like cells disappeared at the two-cell stage ( Figure 1F ; Figure 3B ). To test whether caspase-dependent cell death was responsible for the disappearance of these SOP-like cells, we examined the activation of caspases over time with SCAT3, a fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) indicator for effector caspase activity [32, 33] . A large majority (76%) of SOP-like cells showed high caspase activation preceding nuclear fragmentation and death at two-cell stage ( Figure 3C ; Figure S2B ). The decrease in FRET of SCAT3 was observed within 15 min before nuclear fragmentation in dying SOP-like cells at the one-cell and twocell stage (Figures S2A, S2B, and S2D). On the other hand, persisting SOP-like cells ( Figures S2C and S2D ) and cells in the SOP lineage except for glial cells [34, 35] did not show caspase activation. Furthermore, epithelial cells rarely disappeared during SOP development from 15 to 27 hr APF, except in the midline region where the contralateral discs fuse together [36] (Figures S2E and S2F ), suggesting that caspase activation is specifically induced in SOP-like cells in pupal nota during sensory organ formation.
To determine whether caspase functions to eliminate SOPlike cells, we performed live imaging of SOP development in flies expressing the caspase inhibitor p35 with neu-GAL4. The percentage of SOP-like cells in the p35-expressing flies was almost the same as in the controls ( Figure 3A) . However, their cell fate changed; most of the SOP-like cells did not disappear but remained at the two-cell stage ( Figure 1G ; Figure 3B; Movie S2), indicating that when caspase is not inhibited, the majority of SOP-like cells undergo cell death accompanied by caspase activation. We next examined the involvement of the proapoptotic genes reaper, hid, and grim (RHG) in SOP-like cells' death. Results similar to those found with the p35-expressing flies were observed following neu-GAL4-induced expression of UAS-RHG microRNA (RHG miRNA) ( Figures 3A and 3B ) [37] . This indicates that caspase activation in SOP-like cells is induced via one or more of the proapoptotic regulators reaper, hid, or grim.
Intriguingly, in the absence of the cell death pathway, the bristle pattern was not disturbed in adult flies, and the remaining SOP-like cells did not develop into ectopic sensory organs ( Figures S2G-S2J ). To test the possibility that persisting SOPlike cells differentiate into epithelial cells, we examined their nuclear position and the formation of epithelial junctions between surrounding cells. At the time when SOPs developed to the four-cell stage ( Figure 3D ), SOP-like cells at the two-cell stage were located in the monolayer epithelial sheet and formed normal junctions marked by E-cadherin expression with neighboring epithelial cells (red arrowheads in Figure 3E ), suggesting that persisting SOP-like cells differentiate into epithelial cells. The remaining SOP-like cells in the p35-expressing flies also showed epithelial differentiation (data not shown).
Taken together, these results show that caspase-dependent cell death functions to specifically remove SOP-like cells. Even if caspase activation is blocked, the SOP-like cells do not develop into sensory organs; instead, they adopt an alternate fate, becoming epithelial cells and thereby supporting the robust patterning of the bristles.
Birth Timing Does Not Determine the Aberrant Cell Fate of SOP-like Cells
We next investigated the mechanisms determining the fate of SOP-like cells and asked whether the birth order of SOPs determined whether they became SOP-like cells at the onset of SOP selection. It is known that SOPs inhibit neighboring cells from differentiating into SOPs via Notch/Delta-mediated lateral inhibition [24] . We therefore examined whether the fate of SOP-like cells was determined by lateral inhibition from preceding SOPs, as in the case of the surrounding epithelial cells. If this were correct, all of the SOP-like cells would appear after already-existing SOPs. Contrary to our expectation, we found that the birth order of SOPs and SOPlike cells was random; not all SOP-like cells were born after the adjacent SOPs ( Figure 4 ). Because SOP development starts just before pupal head eversion, the majority of SOPs and SOP-like cells were already present when time-lapse imaging started (around 15 hr APF), and these cases were categorized as ND (no data) in Figure 4A . At the onset of SOP selection, the appearance of neuralizedpositive cells did not follow a pattern in either birth position or timing, suggesting that the fate of SOP-like cells is not necessarily dictated by lateral inhibition from SOPs. However, SOPlike cells appearing later ( Figure 4C ) may be determined by lateral inhibition. This observation supports the model recently proposed by Barad et al. [38] and Cohen et al. [39] , who showed that even when SOP-like cells appear ectopically, they cannot differentiate into sensory organs because of Notch/Delta-mediated lateral inhibition via cis-interaction or filopodia-mediated signal transduction. On the other hand, we found that a portion of SOP-like cells appeared earlier than the adjacent SOPs ( Figure 4B ), which is not consistent with lateral inhibition. This indicates that the SOP-like cells are not predetermined by birth timing.
Notch Determines the Cell Fate of SOP-like Cells at the Onset of SOP Selection
To examine the mechanisms determining the fate of SOPs and SOP-like cells, we next studied the functions of Notch signaling in three ways. We first examined the spatiotemporal pattern of Notch activation in SOP-like cells using the Notch activity marker Enhancer of split ma-GFP [E(spl)ma-GFP] [40, 41] . The high stability of GFP protein makes it difficult to detect the state of Notch activation simply by calculating GFP intensity, so to monitor the Notch activation level more precisely, we used photobleaching to examine the promoter activity of E(spl)ma. Photobleaching was performed at the one-cell stage when neu-GAL4 expression had just started, as indicated by low ECFP intensity ( Figures 5B and 5D ). In SOPs, the GFP recovery rate after photobleaching was low ( Figures 5A and 5B) . On the other hand, the GFP fluorescence recovered to a high intensity in SOP-like cells ( Figures 5C and  5D ). The recovery rates varied by cell lineage, but the average rate in SOP-like cells was remarkably higher than that in SOPs (thick green lines in Figures 5B and 5D ). The high GFP recovery was detected in SOP-like cells regardless of whether they were adjacent to SOPs (Figures S3A and S3B ). These results suggest that Notch activity persists in SOP-like cells at the one-cell stage, but not in SOPs.
Next, to investigate the effect of Notch signaling on the cell fate of SOP-like cells, we used live imaging to determine the frequency of SOP-like cells in flies in which Notch signaling was manipulated. Notch 55e11 is the null allele of Notch; its heterozygous mutant shows an increased bristle phenotype in adult flies [42, 43] . If Notch signaling determines the cell fate of SOPs and SOP-like cells, the appearance ratio of SOP-like cells to SOPs would change in the N 55e11 heterozygous mutant. We traced the cell fate of each neu-GAL4-positive lineage in the N 55e11 heterozygous mutant and found that the proportion of SOP-like cells was dramatically reduced in flies with an N 55e11 heterozygous background ( Figure 5E heterozygous mutant flies, the final bristle number was increased by about 20% as compared to control flies ( Figures  S3D-S3F ). These results suggest that Notch signaling contributes to determining a certain portion of SOPs to be SOP-like cells.
Finally, to examine the involvement of SOPs in the cell fate determination of SOP-like cells, we traced the fate of SOPlike cells after adjacent SOPs had been removed ( Figure 5F ; Movie S4). SOP ablation was performed with multiphoton laser microscopy when both the SOPs and the surrounding SOPlike cells were at the one-cell stage, because SOP-like cells lose their neural cell character at the one-cell stage (Figure 2) . By comparing the E(spl)ma-GFP intensity, we could identify the cells predicted to become SOPs or SOP-like cells at the one-cell stage. The SOP with the lowest GFP intensity among three adjacent neuralized-positive cells (red cell indicated by arrowheads in Figure 5F ) was ablated, and its death was confirmed by its nuclear fragmentation (arrowheads at time 0:00 in Figure 5F ). Two SOP-like cells (cells colored yellow and aqua in Figure 5F ) started to divide after the adjacent SOP's death but never entered the next cell cycle or developed into sensory organs. Instead, one nearby epithelial cell (indicated by white dotted lines and asterisks in Figure 5F ), which had been two cells away from the ablated SOPs, started to express neu-GAL4 (from time 10:20 in Figure 5F ) and finally developed into a sensory organ after four rounds of cell division. The appearance of an alternative SOP indicates that ablating incipient SOPs unlocks Notch/Delta-mediated lateral inhibition, after which surrounding epithelial cells have the plastic property to develop into SOPs. It is noteworthy that even when the Notch/Delta-mediated lateral inhibition was removed, the adjacent SOP-like cells did not have the ability to differentiate into SOPs. Taking these findings together, Notch activation in an SOP determines its fate as an SOPlike cell ( Figure 5G) , and once Notch is highly activated in an early stage of neural differentiation, its fate as an SOP-like cell is irreversible. Notch activation drives two backup systems to eliminate these aberrant SOP-like cells in animals: one is the suppression of neural differentiation, and the other is the execution of caspase-dependent cell death.
Discussion
The Drosophila sensory organ is a typical model for the study of Notch/Delta-mediated lateral inhibition. The mechanisms of its pattern formation have been studied over long periods by analyzing various mutants [24, 44, 45] . Although sensory organs develop spatially and temporally [25] , the sequential process of pattern formation has not been described in detail. Tracking the process of cell fate determination in each cell lineage is presumed to be effective in revealing the mechanisms behind precise pattern formation.
Our first finding in this study is that bristle patterning starts in a random fashion, which is consistent with recently reported results [39] in the following two regards: about 20% of neuralized-positive cells are fated to become aberrant SOP-like cells ( Figure 3A) , and Notch signaling is involved in determining the fate of SOP-like cells ( Figure 5 ). However, the mechanisms proposed for the production of SOP-like cells in the abovementioned report do not coincide perfectly with our observations. Previous studies showed that the conventional model of Notch/Delta-mediated lateral inhibition is not sufficient to produce the precise bristle pattern but that cell-autonomous interaction [38] or filopodia-mediated intermittent Notch/ Delta signaling [39] makes lateral inhibition robust enough to suppress the neural differentiation of surrounding cells. In contrast, our results suggest that lateral inhibition from adjacent SOPs is not the sole source of Notch activation in SOPlike cells, because a portion of SOP-like cells preceded the nearby SOPs, as shown in Figure 4 . Also, SOP-like cells showed ongoing Notch activity even in the absence of adjacent SOPs ( Figure S3B ). One possible explanation for these SOP-like cells failing to develop into sensory organs may be that they appear too early in the developmental time course and cannot complete the developmental program to become sensory organs in a cell-autonomous manner. In any case, the decrease in SOP-like cells in the N 55e11 heterozygous mutant reliably suggests that Notch activation in cells that start neural differentiation contributes to the determination of their cell fate as aberrant SOP-like cells.
Dynamic oscillation of the Notch effector gene Hes1 has been observed in neural progenitors of the developing mouse brain [46, 47] with the aid of a short-half-life indicator using ubiquitinated firefly luciferase [47, 48] . In Drosophila sensory organ development, the technical limitations of the GFP reporter make it difficult to confirm this type of oscillation pattern in Notch signaling (Figures 5A-5D ). However, given that Notch oscillation occurs in cells in the proneural stripe regions at the beginning of SOP selection, it is conceivable that SOP-like cells might be the product of fluctuating Notch signaling at inappropriate times, developmentally speaking.
Our second finding in this study is that a program of caspase-dependent cell death specifically eliminates SOP-like cells. We showed that ablating an incipient SOP removes Notch/Delta-mediated lateral inhibition and allows a nearby epithelial cell to become the SOP, as has also been observed in the embryonic central nervous system of grasshoppers [49] . However, the adjacent SOP-like cells never develop into sensory organs, suggesting that the fate of SOP-like cells is irreversible ( Figure 5F ). By observing the nuclear morphology along with an indicator for caspase activation, we noted that in the process of sensory organ development, only SOP-like cells showed the typical features of programmed cell death ( Figure 3C ). These results indicate that programmed cell death ensures robust pattern formation by eliminating aberrantly differentiated cells.
The significance of programmed cell death in pattern formation has been well studied, especially in the development of the fly eye [50, 51] . Each ommatidium is composed of eight photoreceptor neurons and six support cells, consisting of four cone cells and two primary pigment cells. Between each ommatidium, remaining cells form the interommatidial lattice. Excess pigment cells are eliminated through programmed cell death. Notch functions within the interommatidial lattice to induce cell death, and the primary pigment cells send a survival signal to adjacent cells [52, 53] . The life-and-death fate of interommatidial cells is decided by their position and the cells to which they are attached. In the case of sensory organ formation, Notch signaling is crucial in determining the aberrant cell fate of SOP-like cells. However, Notch activation alone seems insufficient to induce programmed cell death, because the surrounding epithelial cells do not disappear, even though they exhibit high levels of Notch activation during sensory organ development (Figures S2E and S2F) . Therefore, some factor that marks neural differentiation in SOP-like cells may be required to induce cell suicide. We found that ectopic neuralized expression did not induce the aberrant cell fate or cell death in epithelial cells (data not shown), suggesting that neuralized itself is not essential in determining the aberrant cell fate of SOP-like cells. Therefore, to determine how apoptosis is induced in SOP-like cells, we next examined the effect of Notch activation in neuralized-positive cells at the one-cell stage using the temporal and regional gene expression targeting (TARGET) system with tub-GAL80 ts ( Figures  S3G-S3K) . As reported previously, activated Notch induced the multiple-sockets phenotype ( Figure S3I ) [54] . At the same time, about 50% of neuralized-positive cell lineages died, accompanied by nuclear fragmentation ( Figure S3J ; Movie S5), causing a dramatic bald phenotype that was observed in the adult flies ( Figure S3I ). These findings suggest that the combination of neural differentiation in the SOP lineage and Notch activation switches on cell death signaling. One possible future approach to searching for the killing factor expressed in SOP-like cells would be gene profiling using laser microdissection [55] .
When the apoptotic pathway is blocked, the inhibition of cell death results in cell fate transformation [56, 57] . In C. elegans, cell death survivors in ced-3 mutants exhibit an ambiguous cell fate [58] . The most disruptive alternative cell fate occurs when the remaining cells differentiate into tumor-like proliferating cells, as shown in the development of the Drosophila serotonin lineage [59] . Under apoptosis-deficient conditions, other types of cell death occur, such as necrosis or autophagic cell death [37, 60, 61] . These alternate reactions could mask the incidence of programmed cell death; therefore, it is possible that the role of the apoptotic pathway has been missed in the case of sensory organ development. In this study, we showed that SOP-like cells differentiate into epithelial cells when the cell death pathway is blocked ( Figure 3E ). Time-lapse imaging made it possible to trace the transient fate of dying SOP-like cells, revealing the contribution of programmed cell death in the SOP selection process. Although the function of apoptosis has been emphasized in various developmental processes, the principle message is that several pathways exist to overcome the appearance of excess or aberrant cells and to make the developmental process more robust. Our study reveals that programmed cell death plays an important role in overcoming innately induced developmental errors and contributing to robust neural cell selection.
Experimental Procedures

Fly Strains
The following fly strains were used: neu-GAL4 (Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center), UAS-nlsSCAT3, UAS-Histone2B-ECFP [35] , UAS-p35 [62] , UAS-RHG miRNA [37] , yw;neur P72 -GAL4 UAS-PonGFP/TM6C [31] , E(spl)ma-GFP [41] , and Notch 55e11 [43] .
Antibodies
The following antibodies and dilutions were used: mouse anti-Cut (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank [DSHB]), 1:20; mouse anti-Prospero (DSHB), 1:5; rabbit anti-aPKCz (C-20, Santa Cruz), 1:500; rat anti-DCad2 (DSHB), 1:25; chicken anti-GFP (Aves Laboratories), 1:500; anti-chicken IgY FITC, 1:500; anti-rabbit IgG Cy5, 1:100; anti-rat IgG Cy3, 1:100; antimouse IgG Cy5, 1:100 (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories).
Time-Lapse Recording
Sample preparation was performed as described previously [35] . Live imaging for FRET was performed on a Leica DM6000 B microscope equipped with a CSU10 confocal unit (Yokogawa) and a cooled charge-coupled device camera (CoolSNAP HQ; Photometrics, Roper) at 22 C using a Leica HCX PL 403 NA 1.25-0.75 oil-immersion objective lens. Image acquisition and analysis were performed using MetaMorph software (Molecular Devices), and Adobe Photoshop CS3 was used to adjust brightness and contrast. In most cases, the animal survived the data acquisition and developed into an adult.
Laser Ablation
Staged pupae were prepared as described previously [35] . SOPs were identified by ECFP expression via a neu-GAL4 driver. An 840 nm wavelength laser beam was directed on the target SOP using a Leica HCX PL 633 NA 1.40-0.60 oil-immersion objective lens and 643 zoom factor. After the ablation treatment, time-lapse imaging was performed using a confocal subunit with a Leica HCX PL 403 NA 1.25-0.75 oil-immersion objective lens. Laser ablation and serial live imaging were performed on a Leica TCS SP5 multiphoton confocal microscope system.
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